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[Keelynet] Frequency to Kill or Heal 

 

Rife's Mortality Oscillator Rates of bacteria and viruses 
 

From: Jerry Wayne Decker 

Date: Sun, 3 Sep 2000 13:02:15 

 

Hi Folks! 

 

With all the hoopla about the Human Genome project having mapped much of human DNA, it might 

be interesting to look at the Rife Mortal Oscillatory rate page where there are instructions to calculate 

frequencies for various bacteria and virii : 

http://web.idirect.com/~showcase/althealth/morfreqs.htm 

 

The origin of the MORs (Mortal Oscillatory Rates or "Mortality Oscillator Rates" of bacteria and 

viruses) -- originally discovered by Royal Rife during the first half of the 20
th

 Century -- has perplexed 

many people since that time. 

 

While it is generally acknowledged that some type of resonance phenomenon destroyed or 

debilitated the organisms, it has been difficult at best to pinpoint any association of specific frequency 

with what is physically affecting these lifeforms during the time of their debilitation or demise. 

 

Why does each organism seem to need a specific frequency?  Could the phenomenon be related to 

its DNA and if so, what is the resonance relationship? 

 

The length of any object can be thought of as having a resonant frequency by virtue of correlation 

with a wavelength.  For instance, a person's height has its own resonant wavelength and resultant 

frequency. 

 

Is it possible that an organism's entire DNA genome could also possess a resonant wavelength and 

frequency related to its total length?  Is there a way to calculate the entire length of an organism's DNA 

genome? 

 

Thanks to explicit analysis of DNA structure, it is now accurately known how far apart the base pair 

molecules are spaced in that helix.  If one knows exactly how many base pairs are contained in the 

complete genome, finding the entire length is a simple matter of multiplying the number of base pairs 

times the spacing. 

 

The flip side holds true -- that you could beam energy via resonant coupling into the body to assist in 

healing as per Lakhovsky's Multiwave Oscillator (MWO), Priore's Beam tube (violet shade like ripe 
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peaches), Dinshah Ghadialis Spectrochrome Therapy (now called photobiology), Henry Moray Sr.'s 

'peach blossom violet' therapeutic lamp (patented), and others who were achieving results. 

 

John Keely also stated (though I have no documentation that he did experiments to confirm) that 

disease was caused by blockages in the brain that prevented nerve force from freely flowing. 

 

And the very mysterious effect of homeopathic succussion (shaking) to intermix and modulate 

vibration onto other matter which though undetectable by chemical means still produces effects in the 

body. 

 

The most interesting report I ever read on it was by Brunler who had visited India and shown old 

bulls who were put out to pasture.  A sample of their blood or sperm was homeopathically reduced and 

injected into their bloodstream which rejuvenated them, so they were again able and energized to sire 

new calves. 

 

One of his older London patients had been diagnosed as near death -- in his 50s, I believe.  Brunler 

explained the technique he had witnessed in India and offered it to the older man who said he had 

nothing to lose -- try it. 

 

Brunler took a sample of the man's blood, made a homeopathic solution of it (at 30X, I believe), and 

this was delivered to the mans country house where a nurse injected him.  Brunler heard nothing from 

the man for several months when he had a mystery visitor to his London clinic.  It was the dying man -- 

now completely rejuvenated and healed, full of life and energy -- who had come to thank Dr. Brunler 

and bid him farewell since he and his wife were leaving for a trip around the World. 

 

The point of this being that homeopathy somehow INTENSIFIES the energy in the material being 

succussed and it increases with each dilution which defies logic. 

 

As if the frequencies are being scaled up to upper harmonics and octaves.  One of the caveats is you 

can't take it too far -- 50X or thereabouts will kill you. 

 

Anyway, like the "protein melodies" of Sternheimer, I think there are lots of health and life-giving 

(if not life-rejuvenating possibilities) using resonance to transfer additional energy.  Lakhovsky said 

your body would only absorb as much energy as it needed. 

 

Walter Rawls told me in Jacksonville that when using monopolar magnet effects, beyond a basic 

level using more powerful magnets made no perceptible difference because there seems to be a limit to 

how much energy matter can handle.  Like a sponge, it can only hold so much water and the overflow 

serves no practical purpose. 
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